Making biblical and liturgical texts available in new vernaculars has become an especially stringent issue nowadays, as population displacement and voluntary mobility has led to the formation of new diasporas worldwide. For the formation of these communities the fundamental factor is the seemingly unbreakable set language-confession. If everyday communication can gradually be made in the language of the other, changing the language of liturgical services and of Biblical texts always brings into discussion not only the functional success of communicating with a different linguistic group, but also how to adopt with differentiation a whole new ethos. Translations of religious texts from the language of a community of faith into a given other language are therefore efforts not only for exact rendition of meanings, but also for understanding, preserving and replicating a specific confessional ethos. Our current issue of RES examines precisely how such an endeavour proves difficult to be fruitfully undertaken, when language remains a unique community identifier and a direct confessional mark, and how translation of religious texts is a process of careful negotiation between differentiation and identification.
For example, the Christian Orthodox diasporas in Germany have considered providing German trans- lations of their sacred texts for the younger generations, but none of the extant (non-Orthodox) German translations is thought to render in full the spirit of the faith of Christian Orthodox Churches. Yauheniya Danilovich reviews the main moments that make up the initiative of the Christian Orthodox Bishops' Conference in Germany to offer a uniform translation of liturgical texts into German and the challenges this initiative has met. Moreover, the existence of liturgical services in the German language does not suffice for a proper Christian Orthodox liturgical life, and an "acculturation of Orthodoxy" and its "organic development" in a German milieu are pleaded for. It is also worth noting the perspective of a unifying effect that translations will bring upon these communities, that still do not share liturgical communality, although they do share the same confession.
This joint translation initiative would also have to agree on the textual tradition it should follow -the Martin Meiser brings a new perspective on the Septuagint as a translated sacred text, from the perspective of translating faith, outlining this historical linguistic transformation in terms of enculturation and dissociation. Sharing the same language did not arise from a desire to affirm shared religious sensitivities with the non-Jews, just as the novelty of the language used was not meant to register any kind of religious segregation between Jews in Egypt and those in Israel. The Septuagint, relevant today for all churches whose liturgical texts stem from it, remains thus a model of how a community can preserve and consolidate its identity even through language change.
In contrast, Ovidiu Matiu's take on the issue of Bible translations analyses crucial notions in translation studies, in order to articulate a plaidoyer for a linguistic oikumene, as premise for a commonality of faith. Dietmar Plajer's study on the activity of Philippus Pictor (Filip Moldoveanu) brings new insight on the implicit contacts between the Reformation and Christian Orthodoxy in Transylvania and advances possible hypotheses for justifying the publication of the Romanian catechism of 1544, the church-Slavonic and bilingual Gospels (church-Slavonic -Romanian) within the printing house in Hermannstadt. These texts may have got to print not as proselytist instruments, but as springing from the genuine Lutheran conviction that communities of faith should be able to access their sacred texts in their own language. This investigation into the roots of the first prints in the Romanian language will certainly substantiate further studies on the direct influence of the Reformation on the development of local Orthodox liturgical language.
The articles gathered here under the heading Translating Confession propose various angles from which we can grasp some key elements of the multifaceted implications of translation of religious texts. These contributions demonstrate that translations, far from being mere philological endeavours, are always 
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